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Abstract
Machine to machine (M2M) communications is the hottest issue in the standardization and
industry area, it is also defined as machine-type communication (MTC) in release 10 of the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Recently, most research have focused on congestion
control, sensing, computing, and controlling technologies and resource management etc., but
there are few studies on security aspects. In this paper, we first introduce the threats that exist
in M2M system and corresponding solutions according to 3GPP. In addition, we present
several new security issues including group access authentication, multiparty authentication
and data authentication, and propose corresponding solutions through modifying existing
authentication protocols and cryptographic algorithms, such as group authentication and key
agreement protocol used to solve group access authentication of M2M, proxy signature for
M2M system to tackle authentication issue among multiple entities and aggregate signature
used to resolve security of small data transmission in M2M communications.
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1. Introduction

Machine to machine (M2M) communications [1] is the hottest issue in the standardization
and industry areas, it is also defined as machine-type communication (MTC) [2] in release 10
of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). There are many applications made possible
thanks to machine to machine communications, such as personal health monitoring,
intelligent tracking and tracing in the supply chain, smart utility metering, remote control of
vending machines, industrial wireless automation and ambient assisted living etc. European
telecommunications standards institute (ETSI) indicates that this fast-growing sector has the
potential to connect up to 50 billion machines today, and even more in the near future. The
cellular M2M segment in particular is forecast to produce record growth. The primary
advantage of M2M communications is that many intelligent wireless devices may act as
“servers,” collaboratively collecting and delivering real-time monitoring data to people. Since
it does not need direct human intervention, M2M communications is fast becoming a
market-changing force for the next-generation intelligent real-time networked applications
[3].
Many component-level standards already exist, addressing various radio interfaces, different
meshed or routed networking choices, or offering a choice of identity schemes. However, until
now, little effort has been made to focus on security aspects. According to the
different network structures, M2M can be divided into general M2M and 3GPP M2M, general
M2M communications can generally be considered as the heterogeneous mobile ad hoc
network (HetMANET). As a consequence, general M2M communications may face security
challenges that can be encountered in the HetMANET [4]. In this paper, we mainly consider
the security of 3GPP M2M communications. Firstly, security threats and corresponding
solutions will be introduced according to 3GPP [5], including MTC device triggering, secure
connection, security of small data transmission, reject message without integrity protection,
MTC monitoring congestion control, external interface security, security of MTC devices/UEs
configuration and restricting the USIM to specific MEs/MTC devices. Moreover, we raise
several new security issues and propose corresponding solutions through modifying existing
authentication protocols and cryptographic algorithms. The first is group access authentication.
The authentication procedure of group communication of M2M is different from that of one to
one communication [6][7][8][9][10][11][12], in order to reduce authentication cost, we must
design a new group authentication and key agreement protocol for group access authentication
of M2M. The second is multiparty authentication, in the scenario which MTC server is located
outside of the operator domain, the connection between 3GPP core network (CN) and MTC
server might be insecure, there are untrust relationships among MTC device, core network and
MTC server. It is necessary to design a new kind of mutual authentication protocol between
MTC device, core network and MTC server, we try to use proxy signature scheme to solve the
problem [13][14][15]. The third is data authentication, since M2M communications has a
“small data transmission” feature, existing authentication schemes, such as IKEv2 protocol, is
not suitable for the data transmission of M2M communications, aggregate signature
[16][17][18][19][20][21] is a candidate solution to resolve security issue of small data
transmission for M2M.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some security threats
and corresponding solutions according to 3GPP. In Section 3, we raise several new security
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issues that need to be addressed and propose our solutions. Section 4 is conclusion and future
work.

2. Background
2.1 Network Architecture for M2M
Key network elements defined in ETSI are shown in Fig. 1, consisting of the following parts.
• M2M Device
– A device capable of replying to request for data contained within those device or capable of
transmitting data contained within those devices autonomously.
• M2M Area Network (Device Domain)
– Provide connectivity between M2M devices and M2M gateways (e.g. personal area
network).
• M2M Gateway
– Use M2M capabilities to ensure M2M devices inter-working and interconnection to the
communication network.
• M2M Communication Networks (Network Domain)
– Communications between the M2M gateway(s) and M2M application (e.g. xDSL, LTE,
WiMAX, and WLAN).
• M2M Applications
– Contains the middleware layer where data goes through various application services and is
used by the specific business-processing engines.

Fig. 1. Network architecture for M2M from ETSI
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3GPP defines three different areas, as shown in Fig. 2. Security for MTC communication
between the MTC device and 3GPP network can be further divided to:
(A1) Security for MTC communication between the MTC device and radio access network
(RAN).
(A2) Security for MTC communication between the MTC device and non-access stratum
(NAS).
(A3) Security for MTC communication between the MTC device and gateway GPRS support
node (GGSN)/packet data gateway (PGW)/evolved packet data gateway (ePDG).
(B) Security for MTC communication between the 3GPP network and the MTC
server/application can be further divided to:
(B1) Security for MTC communication between the MTC server and 3GPP network in
indirect deployment model. This can be further divided into security aspects when the MTC
server is within the 3GPP network and when it is outside the 3GPP network.
(B2) Security for MTC communication between the MTC application and 3GPP network in
direct deployment model.
(C) Security for MTC communication between the MTC server/application and MTC device
can be further divided to:
(C1) Security for MTC communication between the MTC server and MTC device in indirect
deployment model.
(C2) Security for MTC communication between the MTC application and MTC device in
direct deployment model.
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Fig. 2. Network architecture for M2M from 3GPP

2.2 Threats Analysis and Existing Solutions
2.1 MTC Device Triggering

Threats: MTC device triggering issues are defined in [2], relevant threats are as follows.
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False network attack: When an MTC device is in detached state, the attacker can
impersonate a network to send a trigger indication to the MTC device. Because MTC devices
need to operate for a long time by using a single battery supply without recharging, false
network triggering can awaken an MTC device and waste its power.
Tamper attack: The trigger indication may contain the IP (or fully qualified domain name
(FQDN)) and/or TCP (or UDP) port of the application server that the MTC device has to
contact. If the IP (or FQDN) and/or TCP (or UDP) port of the application server are tampered
by the attacker, the MTC device may establish the packet data network (PDN) connection to
the wrong MTC server or be rejected by the MTC server. MTC device is unable to
communicate with the correct MTC server and it will also waste the MTC device's power
consumption.
Existing solutions:
We need to consider two situations: offline MTC device and online MTC device.
For offline MTC device:
1) If the MTC device is in detached state, the MTC device should be able to validate the
network identity when it receives a trigger indication.
2) If the MTC device is in detached state, the network should protect the trigger indication
message by using the last security context stored in the network and the MTC device.
For online MTC device:
1) [2] has proposed a solution of MTC device triggering via non-access stratum (NAS)
signaling. In this case, current mechanisms can be used to solve the security issue. After NAS
SMC (confidentiality and integrity algo), NAS security is activated. All NAS signaling
messages should be integrity-protected according to [12], therefore current LTE [22] security
mechanisms ensure that the trigger indication is not tampered with.
2) When the MTC device is in online state, the MTC server should be able to trigger MTC
device through the process of generic bootstrapping architecture (GBA) push function.
2.2 Secure Connection

The MTC feature secure connection requires a secure connection between the MTC device
and MTC server.
Existing solutions:
1) GBA, as specified in [23], is used to bootstrap authentication and key agreement (AKA) for
application security based on the 3GPP AKA mechanism. It can be used to establish the
end-to-end security and provide different security levels based on detailed requirements.
2) GBA Push, as specified in [24], can be used for key establishing between an MTC device
and an MTC server. Under system improvements to machine-type communications (SIMTC)
scenario, MTC device acts as UE which generates a network application function (NAF) key
derived from the bootstrap key Ks, and MTC server acts as NAF which received the NAF key
from the bootstrapping server function (BSF). Then MTC device and MTC server can set up
secure connection based on this shared NAF key.
2.3 Security of Small Data Transmission

The MTC feature small data transmissions requirements are defined in [25].
Threats: Small data transmission allows M2M devices to arbitrary create NAS content and
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traffic. Such content will be generated by potentially hundreds of millions devices, creating an
environment for a DoS attack on MME. Moreover, there may be no pre-established NAS
security context in transfer data via optimised short message service (SMS) solution, thus the
small data transmission can not be protected by valid security context and can be easily
tampered or intercepted by the attacker. Sometimes small data is sensitive and important
because it may be related to emergency event or commerce. Once it is tampered or intercepted,
the consequence can be serious.
Existing solutions:
In 3GPP TR 33.868 [5], how to provide confidentiality and integrity protection for small data
transfer should be further studied when there is no pre-established security context.
Unfortunately, there are no proposed solutions for the security threat currently. We will try to
give a method based on aggregate signature to solve the problem in the following sections.
2.4 Reject Message without Integrity Protection

Threats: In the overload situation, the mobility management (MM)/ GPRS mobility
management (GMM)/ EPS mobility management (EMM) reject cause values such as “IMSI
unknown in HLR”; “illegal ME”; and “PLMN not allowed” could be wrongly sent by an
overloaded (V)PLMN. It's unrealistic for serving GPRS support node (SGSN)/ mobility
management entity (MME) to get authentication vector from the HSS, perform a successful
AKA with the MTC device, then perform the security mode command procedure for integrity
protection and encryption. So the MM/GMM/EMM reject message will be sent to the MTC
device without with integrity protection. If that, any false base station can fake the
MM/GMM/EMM reject cause values in the reject message as a denial of service attack to the
MTC devices and the network.
Existing solutions: Similarly, there are no proposed solutions for the security threat currently.
2.5 MTC Monitoring

Threats: As discussed in [2], MTC devices may be deployed in locations with high risk, there
are MTC devices that should not move from an authorized location, or should only move in an
authorized area. In the case of an MTC application where the MTC device should not move
from an authorized location, or should only move in an authorized area (e.g. within a home),
there could be security risks if the device is operated from an unauthorized location.
Existing solutions:
MTC device reports the location identifiers. Network entity (e.g. SGSN/MME) should store
the pre-defined location identifier and be able to verify the location identifier by comparing
these two identifiers. When the MTC device moves, a network entity (e.g. SGSN/MME)
receives new location information which is reported by RAN or by the MTC device explicitly
and detects if it is different from pre-configured location information. Then the network entity
can confirm that the MTC device has moved to other area and will send a warning message to
the MTC server, which can then take further action.
2.6 Congestion Control

Threats: When requesting access to the mobile network, a UE should provide its currently
enabled indicators to the network. There exist security threats if the indicators are sent without
any protection. The attackers can tamper with the low access priority indicators to the normal
state to let many MTC devices connect when the network setup congestion control mechanism.
The problem is serious since nowadays congestion is the most urgent issue that operators face.
Vice versa, if an attacker adds a fake low access priority indicator in the request sent by normal
UEs, the service of normal UEs will be maliciously degraded.
Existing solutions:
Current GSM/UMTS/LTE mechanism should be used to protect low access priority indicator.
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If the UE has valid security context, the attach request and location area update (LAU)/ routing
area update (RAU)/tracking area update (TAU) request should be integrity protected.
However, attach request and LAU/RAU/TAU request can not be protected initially, i.e. when
MTC device connects to the network for the first time, because MTC device would not have
any valid security context.
Therefore, a new mechanism to protect low access priority indicator without valid security
context is needed.
2.7 External Interface Security

Threats: There are two scenarios of MTC devices communication with MTC server(s)
illustrated in [25], MTC server(s) controlled by the network operator or MTC server(s) not
controlled by the operator. The interface between MTC server and CN may be over an
insecure link. Communication between the MTC server and the CN for common and specific
services (such as MTC device triggering, MTC monitoring) are carried on this insecure link.
Attack on the communication between MTC server and CN may cause false activities either to
the MTC server, MTC device or to the 3GPP network or privacy sensitive information such as
identities may be eavesdropped, which may lead to serious problems. Detailed analysis can be
found in [5].
Existing solutions:
As shown in Fig.3, when the MTC server is located outside the operator domain, the interface
between the core network and the MTC server may be protected using mechanisms like
directory name service (NDS)/IP [26]. As the MTC server is located outside the operator
domain it may not be possible to mandate the use of NDS/IP but the exact protection
mechanism may be based on the agreements between the 3GPP network and MTC server.
Security GW could be used between the MTC server and the core network as the first point of
entry into a secure operator network.

MTC
Device

SGSN/
MME

HLR/HSS

Trigger indication

AAA
server

Trigger indication

SMS-SC

Trigger indication

Security
GW

trigger
indication
MTC
Server

Trigger indication
CBC

GGSN/
P-GW

Trigger indication

NDS/IP or
private
protection
mechanism

Fig.3. Security GW exists between the MTC server and the network entity

Thus the security GW can perform access control functionality to prevent the unauthorized
MTC server from accessing to the core network. It can authenticate with MTC server on behalf
of the 3GPP network. The NDS/IP security mechanism or private protection mechanism can
protect the trigger indication sent from the MTC server to the security GW. The Security GW
can be an independent node or co-located with an intermediate node (e.g. trigger GW).
However, the authentication procedure between MTC server and security GW has not yet been
realized. Moreover, in this case, there are untrust relationships among MTC device, core
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network and MTC server, therefore, it is necessary to design a new kind of multiparty
authentication protocol among them.
2.8 Security of MTC Devices/UEs Configuration

Threats: Different MTC devices configuration options were introduced in stage 2 to
avoid/alleviate congestion and overload in the network, in particular to control the network
access from low priority MTC devices (i.e. delay tolerant).There are two potential approaches
for delivering the configuration options to the MTC devices. One approach is using open
mobile alliance device management (OMA DM) and the other is using universal integrated
circuit card (UICC) over-the-air (OTA) (as specified in ETSI [27][28] and 3GPP [29][30]).
The OMA DM approach only applies to the terminal part of the MTC device (MTC ME). This
clause details only the OMA DM approach. Without security protection, the management
object will face man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack when it's provisioned to the MTC devices.
Existing solutions:
OMA DM security, as specified in [31] and [32], contains a number of options, where some
are not needed for the purposes of this paper and others are required. Therefore, OMA DM
security is profiled as:
-The MTC devices/UEs should have a root certificate to authenticate the DM server.
-The root certificate needs to be provided to the MTC devices/UEs in a secure manner.
The root certificate should be securely stored.
-The DM server and the MTC devices/UEs should support and use transport layer security
(TLS) according to the profile specified in [33].
2.9 Restricting the USIM to Specific MEs/MTC Devices

Threats: As shown in Fig. 4, in some configurations, it may be necessary to restrict the access
of a UICC that is dedicated to be used only with machine type modules associated with a
specific billing plan. It should be possible to associate a list of UICC to a list of terminal
identity such as international mobile equipment identity software version (IMEISV), so that if
the UICC is used in another terminal type, the access will be refused. See the following
configuration: The restriction can be enforced by a one USIM to one MTC device binding or a
one USIM to many MTC device binding. It is the operator that shall be able to enforce the
restriction. An attacker moves a UICC to a different device in order to use a subscription to get
network access for himself, e.g. the attacker may try to insert a UICC with low data rate
subscription, dedicated to MTC MEs, into a smartphone in order to download large files.
Existing solutions:
3GPP CT6 discussed and considered three UE-based mechanisms to restrict the use of UICC
to specific MTC MEs, which are proposed in C6-110182:
- Secure channel pairing
- USIM application toolkit (USAT) application pairing
- Personal identification number (PIN) verification pairing
Specific mechanism and corresponding evaluations can be found in [5].
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Fig. 4. Access control with billing plan

3GPP and other organizations have already started to address these security problems
mentioned above. Some security issues have corresponding candidate solutions, like (1), (2),
(5)-(9), however, performance evaluations of candidate solutions, such as cost and benefit
trade-off analysis, are not given. Next, it is necessary to evaluate these performance indicators
accurately. Others, like (3), (4), have no proper solutions currently and further research is
needed. There are also some problems, such as (6), (7), have not been solved completely, and
need further improvements and enhancements. In summary, there is still a lot of work to do in
future. Besides security threats analysed above, several new security issues and solutions will
be introduced in the next section.

3. Several New Security Issues and Our Solutions
3.1 Group Access Authentication
To the best of our knowledge, the existing network authentication systems are mainly
designed for a single object, and they all need 3 or 4 rounds of interaction to realize the mutual
authentication beween a user and a server. In practical applications, however, there may be a
large number of users with the same properites in a network. Take an specific example of the
MTC, user terminals can form a group when they are in the same region, belong to the same
application or have the same behavior. The network model of group communication is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Network model of group communication

In the above application, if substantial user terminals of a group access the network
simultaneously, the available authentication methods suffer from network congestion and high
network resources occupancy rate by increasing the network signal. In order to prevent
network congestion and efficiently authenticate user terminals of a group, group
authentication is introduced, which performs authentication for group units. As a kind of
network authentication technology, group authentication aims to authenticate multiple or all
the user at one time. In this technology, the group is assigned a unique identifier and the user
terminals as a whole are authenticated. Group authentication can be fulfilled by utilizing the
authentication agency or the gateway. After successful group authentication, user terminals
and network side entities can share some keys. Certainly, a single user terminal and a network
side entity can also obtain independent keys. Presently, the standardization work on group
authentication is still in progress. A majority of standardization organizations only present
security threats and requirements of group authentication, and the mechanism and procedure
have not yet been developed.
In the literature, few authentication protocols of group communications have been proposed,
such as an individual and group authentication model for wireless network services using
dynamic key cryptography and group key management for individual and group of users and
services [6], G-AKA for a group of mobile stations (MSs) roaming from the same home
network (HN) to a serving network (SN) [7] and group authentication protocol for mobile
networks which proposes a new architecture for authentication management and an associated
authentication protocol for mobile groups and individual nodes over heterogeneous domains
[8]. However, there are still no appropriate group authentication methods for MTC
communications in 3GPP. On the other hand, several existing protocol, like UMTS AKA [9],
UMTS X-AKA [10], UMTS T-AKA [11] and EPS AKA [12] are not suitable for group
authentication. They need to be modiﬁed to apply to the group authentication of MTC. In this
paper, we introduce a novel kind of group authentication and key agreement protocol, the main
idea of our group authentication and key agreement protocol is as follows. We first select a
leader MTC device of a group and perform a full AKA authentication procedure. In this
process, the leader MTC device obtains a group of authentication vectors and a group
authentication key (GAK) on behalf of other MTC devices of the group. Then the serving
network (SN) is enabled to carry out mutual authentication with remaining MTC devices of
the group using obtained authentication vector and GAK without intervention of the remote
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home network (HN). The authentication delay can be decreased as a whole and the signaling
overhead between the HN and the SN is considerably reduced. Overall authentication
procedures are shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.
Leader MTC
device

HN

SN

Obtain AVs and a GAK

Full AKA authentication procedure

Store remaining
AVs and the
GAK

Fig. 6. The authentication procedure of leader MTC device

Remaining MTC
devices

HN

SN

Remaining AVs
and the GAK

Do not need obtain AVs and the
GAK

Simplified authentication procedure
using AVs and the GAK

Fig. 7. The authentication procedure of remaining MTC devices

We tested our protocol using formal security veriﬁcation tool known as the “automated
validation of Internet security protocols and applications” (AVISPA) [34]. We only present
the authentication analysis of one MTC device as an example, analysis result is shown in
Fig.8.
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Fig. 8. Results reported by the OFMC back-end

In addition, a comparison of communication cost between our scheme and original
authentication protocols is made and analysis result is shown in Fig.9. I denotes
communication cost improvement of our scheme over original authentication protocols. The
larger I is, the better communication cost improvement of our scheme over original
authentication protocols will be.

Fig. 9. Communication cost improvement I of our scheme over original authentication protocols

3.2 Multiparty Authentication
Actually, 3GPP considers three scenarios for MTC communications. First scenario is depicted
in Fig.10. It shows the communication scenario with MTC devices communicating with MTC
server. MTC server is located in the operator domain. Second scenario is depicted in Fig.11. It
shows the communication scenario with MTC devices communicating with MTC server.
MTC server is located outside of the operator domain. Third scenario is not considered in
3GPP specification. Therefore, we only consider the security of two types of MTC
communications scenarios. In the first scenario, MTC server is located in the operator domain,
thus it is regulated by the 3GPP core network, and its security is same as existing standard.
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However, in the second scenario, MTC server is located outside of the operator domain, the
connection between 3GPP core network and MTC server might be insecure, there are untrust
relationships among MTC device, core network and MTC server. It is necessary to design a
new kind of mutual authentication protocol between MTC device, core network and MTC
server. In this circumstance, three contractual relationships should have been established
between (1) an MTC device and its MTC server; (2) MTC device and core network; (3) MTC
device’s core network and its MTC server.

Operator domain

MTC
Device
MTC
Device
MTC
Device
MTC
Device

MTC
Server

API

MTC
User

MTC AP

Fig.10. Communication scenario with MTC devices communicating with MTC server. MTC server is
located in the operator domain

Operator domain

MTC
Device
MTC
Device
MTC
Device
MTC
Device

MTC AP

MTC
Server/
MTC
User

Fig.11. Communication scenario with MTC devices communicating with MTC server. MTC server is
located outside the operator domain

We consider designing a mutual authentication and access control mechanism by adapting
the proxy signature [13][14][15]. Firstly, MTC server and core network operator have a
contractual agreement on management of MTC device by issuing proxy-signature each other.
MTC server (core network operator) re-delegates its proxy-signing capability to an MTC
device. At the same time, core network operator delegates its signing capability to MTC
device access point (MTCAP). Hence, the MTC device authenticate the MTCAP by verifying
signature from MTC device via public key of core network, while the MTCAP authenticate
the MTC device by verifying signature from MTCAP via proxy-signed public key of core
network operator as well as that of MTC server.
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Inspired by the idea of [13], we present the mutual authentication protocol between 1)
MTC device and core network (CN), 2) MTC device and MTC server, and 3) MTC device and
MTCAP. As shown in Fig. 11, CN have a contractual relationship with MTC server. MTC
server should convince MTCAP to authenticate MTC device in company with corresponding
CN. Proxy signature scheme provides a method of delegating and verifying among entities. In
our scheme, MTC server issues the proxy signature on behalf of CN to MTC device. The CN
also issues the proxy signature on behalf of MTC server to MTC device, and its own signature
to MTCAP. And then, MTCAP (MTC device) trusts MTC device (MTCAP) with proxy
signature on behalf of CN and MTC server.
3.3 Data Authentication
There exists a kind of application scenario of M2M: Smart Metering, as shown in Fig. 12. In
this scenario, a large amount of data may be sent to data center via wide area network (WAN),
these data conveyed to the data center must be authenticated by data center and ensure the
confidentiality and integrity. On the one hand, the security solution of small data transmission
mentioned above have not been solved, it’s unrealistic for MTC device to guarantee security
by implementing IKEv2 [35] protocol and establish a secure tunnel, because these data are not
always transmitting in the tunnel and only transmit in a certain period of time, therefore
establishing an IPsec will be more expensive for small data transmission of MTC device. On
the other hand, if we use general signature algorithms, it would generate a large number of
costs of computation and communication, thus we need to find a kind of cryptographic
algorithm to reducing computation and communication cost.

Fig.12. A kind of application scenario of M2M – Smart Metering

An aggregate signature [16][17][18][19][20][21] is one technique towards achieving this
aim. In aggregate signature schemes, multiple signatures can be aggregated into a compact
“aggregate signature,” even if these signatures are on (many) different documents and were
produced by (many) different signers. Apart from compactness, aggregate signatures have
another advantage which can prevent a malicious party from removing a signature from a
collection of signatures without being detected. At present, two aggregate signature schemes
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exist. D. Boneh et al. [16] uses bilinear maps and supports ﬂexible aggregation. A.
Lysyanskaya et al. [17] uses a weaker assumption, certiﬁed trapdoor permutations, but it
permits only sequential aggregation. Recently, an identity-based cryptography (IBC) is
proposed by [20], the main idea is to simplify public-key and certiﬁcate management by using
a user’s “identity” as its public key. In an identity-based signature (IBS) scheme, the veriﬁer
veriﬁes a signature by using the signer’s identity and PKG’s public key; the authentication
information does not include any certiﬁcate or any individual public key for the signer. The
main advantage of IBS is communication efficiency, since the signer does not need to send an
individual public key and certiﬁcate with its signature. Therefore, constructing an
“identity-based aggregate signature” (IBAS) scheme is natural. Based on the above discussion,
the idea of aggregate signature is also suitable for use in small data transmission of MTC
device. It can provide security services and reduce calculation and communication cost
effectively.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we make an analysis of threats that exist in M2M system and corresponding
solutions according to 3GPP. In addition, we raise several new security issues including group
access authentication, multiparty authentication and data authentication, and propose our
solutions through modifying existing authentication protocols and cryptographic algorithms,
the first is group authentication and key agreement protocol used to solve group access
authentication of M2M, the second is proxy signature for M2M system to tackle authentication
issue among multiple entities and the third is aggregate signature used to resolve security of
small data transmission for M2M. In future work, an in-depth research on three security issues
introduced in this paper is necessary, on the other hand, due to the complexity of M2M system,
more security issues need to be found and solved.
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